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The North Atlantic Biocultural Organization (NABO) community initiated dataARC to
develop digital research infrastructures to support their work on long-term humanecodynamics in the North Atlantic. These infrastructures were designed to address
the challenges of sharing research data, the connections between those data and
high-level interpretations, and the interpretations themselves. In parallel, they were
also designed to support the reuse of diverse data that underpin transdisciplinary
synthesis research and to contextualise materials disseminated widely to the public
more firmly in their evidence base. This article outlines the research
infrastructure produced by the project and reflects on its design and development.
We outline the core motivations for dataARC's work and introduce the tools,
platforms and (meta)data products developed. We then undertake a critical review of
the project's workflow. This review focuses on our understanding of the needs
of stakeholder groups, the principles that guided the design of the infrastructure, and
the extent to which these principles are successfully promoted in the current
implementation. Drawing on this assessment, we consider how the infrastructure, in
whole or in part, might be reused by other transdisciplinary research communities.
Finally, we highlight key socio-technical gaps that may emerge as structural barriers
to transdisciplinary, engaged, and open research if left unaddressed.

Code: https://github.com/castuofa/dataarc-source
Ecosystem explorer and documentation https://github.com/ropitz/dataarc-demo

1. dataARC's Aim: supporting
transdisciplinary, open, engaged
research
Transdisciplinary collaborations are integral to research addressing current
challenges in sustainability, long-term human environment interactions, and
landscape change (Becker et al. 1997; Theis and Tomkin 2015; Game et al. 2018).
The impacts of these challenges are strongly felt in the North Atlantic (Jorgenson et
al. 2019). The North Atlantic Biocultural Organization (NABO), working in the North
Atlantic region, brings together a research community focused on long-term humanecodynamics (L-T H-E) with a strong archaeological focus (Hambrecht et al. 2019;
Hicks 2019). This research community's ambitions and practice have been visibly
shaped by the potential relevance of their data and research outcomes to
contemporary debates on the impacts of the climate crisis (Rockman and
Hritz 2020), management of present-day ecosystems (Catlin 2016; Hambrecht et
al. 2020), and the value ascribed to landscapes and communities (McGovern et
al. 2019; Sigurðardóttir et al. 2019). NABO's work has also been influenced by the
wider research community's increasing emphasis on public benefits of research
(Belford 2020; Aitchison 2021).
This situation is by no means exclusive to the North Atlantic; arguably, it is a key
characteristic of contemporary archaeological work. As noted by Belford (2020, 374),
citing Gale (2003), 'the "idea that archaeological information and particularly
understanding is uniquely ours" is no longer tenable, although a shift of position
relies on the greatest accessibility of data and analysis'. Communicating our bundles
of data, chains of inference, and interpretations based on them both to other
researchers from different disciplines and to a wider public poses distinct challenges.
In addition to excellent science communication, it requires thorough and harmonised
documentation of research methods, as well as data and knowledge domain
description.
The NABO community, together with its wider circle of collaborators (hereafter
referred to as NABO+), aimed to develop tools to meet these challenges
through dataARC. They identified the need to share research data and explain the
connections between those data and higher-order interpretations and research
outcomes. By doing so, they intended to support the reuse of data in new

transdisciplinary synthesis research. They further aimed to ground the wider public
understanding of high-level interpretations more firmly in their evidence base.
DataARC engaged community members in design work and user testing to develop
an infrastructure to meet these needs.
In this article, we outline the core motivations behind dataARC, briefly introduce its
socio-technical context, and summarise the tools, platforms and (meta)data products
developed. We then undertake a critical review of the project's work, focusing on the
needs of the stakeholder groups it was intended to serve, the principles that guided
the design of the infrastructure, and the extent to which these principles are
successfully implemented at present. Drawing on this review, we consider how the
infrastructure, in whole or in part, might be reused by similar research communities.
In reflecting on dataARC, we highlight key socio-technical gaps which, if left
unaddressed, may emerge as structural barriers to transdisciplinary, engaged, and
open research. We emphasise the growing gap between the demands of the open
data and impact agendas and the resources and infrastructures available to meet
them. We further illustrate tensions between the open data and impact agendas. In
framing these reflections, we draw on Fredheim's discussion of the relationships
between engaged and participatory practices and open research in archaeology
(Fredheim 2020). Fredheim has argued that, 'archaeologists must rethink their
understandings of publics and expertise before we can begin to move towards a
more critical understanding of how archaeology may be both "open" and ethical'
(Fredheim 2020, 6). Critical reflection on how these relationships and tensions are
embedded into our research infrastructures is imperative if, as researchers, we are
to help bridge them and effectively engage in the work of 'addressing complex
problems and research questions posed by global social challenges' (British
Academy 2016, 9).

2. Designing dataARC: the sociotechnical context
All infrastructures are influenced by the socio-technical context in which they are
designed and developed. The contemporary (Western European and North
American, Anglophone) research context vocally promotes transdisciplinarity,
interdisciplinarity and synergistic research, evidenced by the frequency with which
these terms appear in funding calls and descriptions of research frameworks
(Kerr 2020). In parallel, we are called (if not required) to pursue open research,
encompassing open data, methods, code and publications, as promoted by the FAIR
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) data paradigm (Wilkinson et
al. 2016; Stall et al. 2019). The rise of open research is further evidenced by the
increase in requirements for data management plans and open data publication
conditions for recipients of research funding. At the same time, we are encouraged
to engage in impactful research, engage with communities and stakeholders, and
create public benefits through our work. This combined trend toward
transdisciplinarity, openness, and engagement represents a major shift in
expectations for the practice of research. The international significance of the
impacts of these shifts has been underscored by Pétursdóttir, as highlighted at the

2018 European Association of Archaeologists conference in a roundtable on 'Pandisciplinary research and the future role for archaeology'. This roundtable linked the
future of the discipline to a research culture that, 'strongly encourages
interdisciplinary collaboration, theoretical and methodological development, as well
as outreach, openness and cooperation beyond the confines of academia'
(Pétursdóttir 2020, 1).
Archaeology and Heritage are well served by research infrastructures and
frameworks developed to support openness and collaboration within disciplinary
academic communities. ARIADNEplus, the Pelagios Network, and the CIDOC
CRM exemplify successful initiatives that actively promote open research practices
and support coordinated, collaborative research by providing models, tools and
platforms for data integration, rich annotation, and cross-mapping. University
libraries, disciplinary and generalist data archives and portals such as Neotoma,
the ADS, tDAR, and OpenContext provide essential support, training and guides to
good practice for open data. Specific funding is available for impact work, for
example from the UK AHRC. Dedicated organisations for interdisciplinary research
such as the US National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center provide further
support for research across disciplinary lines. These organisations provided both
inspiration and practical models for dataARC's design.
However, to undertake the kind of impact-led transdisciplinary work called for by
Pétursdóttir, we must go beyond our current open and collaborative, but
fundamentally disciplinary and academic, research practices. DataARC aims to
adapt and extend the models provided by these projects to develop an infrastructure
for this new context. It specifically builds on the ontology provided by the CIDOC
CRM (Bekiari et al. 2021; Bruseker et al. 2017), tools and approaches for mapping to
it developed under the aegis of ARIADNE and ARIADNEplus (Aloia et al. 2017;
Meghini et al. 2017; Niccolucci and Richards 2019), and the governance model of
the Pelagios Network (Barker et al. 2016; Barker 2020).
Reworking these models and tools to serve new aims highlighted a series of sociotechnical challenges which, while not new, are being rearticulated. The challenges of
the context that shaped dataARC, introduced here, will be returned to after
presenting the infrastructure and its reception.

2.1 Socio-technical challenge: labour
It is undeniable that additional labour is required to accomplish the current research
context's objectives. This additional, often unpaid, labour in academic pursuits tends
to disproportionately affect women (Lawless 2018), early career researchers
(Coin 2018), and people of colour (David-Chavez and Gavin 2018; Latulippe and
Klenk 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic exposed and exacerbated these issues that
continue to exist in science and academic research (Malisch et al. 2020;
Deryugina et al. 2021; Krukowski et al. 2021).
Despite the challenges of increasing labour requirements expected from
researchers, many individual researchers, groups, and communities, including the
NABO+ community, choose to pursue this work because they genuinely believe in its

value. As noted by Belford (2020) in his discussion of the roles (and failings as
implemented) of Research Frameworks, another kind of disciplinary infrastructure
intended to frame and enable research practice, 'Research outputs need to be
socially relevant and to deliver public benefit – both as part of the spatial planning
system and as a coherent "biosphere" of knowledge production. This gives rise to
two further issues that are familiar concerns for archaeologists: resources and
power'. Who will do this work, what support and resources will they be able to
access, and what rewards are returned are questions that now sit at the centre of
debates on the role and operation of academic work.

2.2 Socio-technical challenge:
communicating how data and interpretations
connect
DataARC was motivated by the contention that we, as domain specialists and
researchers, should be actively involved in communicating how data relate to
complex ideas and how non-experts might approach them. Equally, it was motivated
by the idea that supporting infrastructures are necessary to do this well and meet our
professional and ethical obligations.
The challenges of integration across long-standing disciplinary boundaries and
working with wider communities are diverse. They range from the intellectual divides
created by seemingly incompatible inferential models to the pragmatic
incompatibilities arising from expectations around funding, emphasis on outreach
and impact, and publication (Crow and Dabars 2019; Fontana et al. 2020; Gibbs and
Beavis 2020; Kerr 2020). The structural barriers created by differences in the
character of datasets, metadata designed for in-discipline use, and unconnected
semantic frameworks are particularly difficult to break down because both intellectual
and technical work is required. While the need for tools and methods that support
cross-disciplinary data, metadata and semantic integration has been highlighted
repeatedly, we lack concrete suggestions for how to design them (Thompson et
al. 2017; Levin and Svenningsen 2019; Horcea-Milcu et al. 2020; Shen 2021).
Crumley et al. (2018, 283), discussing the challenges of interdisciplinarity in the
context of human-environment interactions research, explain the importance of
developing supporting systems for the multi-faceted work of addressing humanenvironment interactions. They emphasise the need for approaches that both lead to
robust research and speak to contemporary challenges. They note that 'Research on
such interaction processes often requires deep insights and detailed analyses in
both the natural and social sciences. The research therefore needs interdisciplinary
groups of researchers working closely together in a way that enables a lively
exchange among disciplines and beyond them, and an invitation to collaborate with
practitioners'. Their discussion of historical ecology specifically identifies several
critical needs to enable this type of interdisciplinary research. These include targeted
publication venues and scholarly organisations that should enable exchanges and
promote collaboration.

2.3 Socio-technical challenge: the
intersection of transdisciplinarity, openness,
and engaged research
Crumley et al. (2018) equally emphasise the importance of collaboration outside
academia, notably with members of Indigenous communities and producers of local
and traditional knowledge. Their proposals fall broadly within the approaches found
in Collaborative Action Research (Bennett and Brunner 2020), reflecting
contemporary academia's emphasis on engaged and impactful research. Here the
intersection of transdisciplinarity, open research, and engaged research again
creates a new requirement. There are active political debates around humanenvironment interactions, particularly in the context of the climate crisis discourse
(van der Leeuw et al. 2011; Armstrong et al. 2017; Holm and Winiwarter 2017). In
this context, grounding interpretations and insights firmly and explicitly in
contextualised data that is drawn from multiple domains is essential if those data are
to be responsibly shared with a wider audience. The specific requirements of
transdisciplinary data-intensive research, particularly where intellectual transparency
is a priority, have been summarised recently (Alexander et al. 2020). This work
highlights the need to address epistemological, ethical and practical concerns –
particularly around qualitative data sharing – to support these practices.
Essentially, the transdisciplinary and engaged research contexts, combined with the
open research culture, asks us to open data to non-expert communities. In turn, it
creates an expectation that we will enable these non-expert communities, whether
comprised of extra-domain researchers or interested community members, to
engage responsibly and gainfully with these data. DataARC thus set out to develop a
research infrastructure that would not only enable the discovery of data, as done by
existing archival infrastructures and domain-specific data discovery portals, but also
communicate how we scaffold from research data to specific interpretations, and
then from these interpretations to overarching understandings of the past.

3. Summarising What Was Built
The core element of the dataARC infrastructure is a search interface, a portal
allowing a user to search for data by period, location, or tagged concepts. This
interface is designed to promote the discovery of data from multiple disciplines and
to provide contextual information about how that data is connected to high-level
concepts as part of the search process (Figure 1). The search interface's back end
ingests datasets and metadata via GitHub. Combinations of data elements from
these datasets are mapped to a central concept map, which is mapped in turn to the
CIDOC CRM. The front-end search interface and customised search and analysis
interfaces created in Jupyter notebooks access the data, concepts, and mappings
via an API (Application Programming Interface) built on the openAPI specification.

Figure 1: The dataARC infrastructure, whose main components are shown here, builds on
the CIDOC CRM and leverages tools and platforms including GitHub, Jupyter notebooks,
and the OpenAPI Specification.

The design of the tool is intended to encourage users to assess the potential
relevance of datasets from outside their own area of expertise. The search interface
provides three methods for filtering or querying data:
•
•
•

Time (temporal filter, both calendar years and historical periods of interest)
Space (spatial or geographic filter)
Concepts (conceptual filter based on the community ontology, discussed below)

The results generated from these filters are structured to help users identify data-rich
areas across multiple datasets. Most users will be familiar with data-rich areas in
their own domain but are less likely to have detailed knowledge of complementary
data from other domains.
In the dataARC infrastructure, a concept map (a domain ontology) enables the
generation of search results designed to encourage cross-disciplinary exploration
and discovery of data-rich areas from other domains. The concept map, an extract of
which is illustrated in Figure 5, is built around the broad theme of 'the changing
landscape'. It captures the core set of concepts that specialists would use in
explaining how their data relate to the broad concept of landscape change. All the
concepts appearing on the concept map are related to different degrees. The
concept map is coded and visually represented as a graph, within which concepts
appear as nodes and the reasons for connections between them appear as edges.
The number of degrees of separation on the graph reflects the relatedness of
concepts.

DataARC uses the 'graph' of these concepts, such as cattle and animal husbandry,
to create points of direct and indirect connection between data used by different
domains. Two data contributors could map to the same concept, such as animal
husbandry. The same data contributors could map their data to two connected
concepts: one could map to 'cattle' and the other to 'animal husbandry'.
As individual data contributors map their own data to the community concept map,
they provide explanations for these mappings. These are referred to as 'combinators'
in the infrastructure and its documentation. These explanations range from citations
of core domain literature to commentary on areas of ambiguity or inference. These
mappings from dataset-specific queries to concepts (nodes) on the shared concept
map (graph) create connections between domain-specific data and shared concepts
of interest (Figure 2). This structure reflects that a zooarchaeologist and an Icelandic
saga specialist can provide information about the same concepts. However, neither
researcher would wish to imply a direct relationship between their datasets. The
structure, rather than pushing researchers to identify direct relationships between
data, allows researchers to imply that both their datasets inform on a shared concept
or on closely related concepts.

.

Figure 2: Concepts are linked to the results of queries on individual datasets via welldescribed mappings, referred to as 'combinators' within the dataARC infrastructure. (2a) A
conceptual illustration of how combinators provide data to concept links (2b)

These relationships propagate through into the results returned by a search in the
system. The results of any search are structured into three sections: matched,
related, and contextual results. They are further grouped into archaeological, textual,
and environmental categories (Figure 3). The matched results section displays the
number of records directly returned from one or more applied filters. The data that
are mapped to first-degree (related) and second-degree (contextual) connections on
the concept map are then returned.
Importantly, this design choice results in the search outcomes that are more likely to
include data contributed by community members working in multiple domains.
Different domains tend to use different, but related, vocabularies when discussing
their data. Therefore, different domain specialists are likely to map their data to
different, but related, concepts. Inclusion of related and contextual results allows
domain specialists to continue using vocabularies that are specific to their
disciplines, while building bridges to other domains that use closely related concepts.
Similarly, different domains tend to see their data as having different primary areas
of application and individual specialists tend to map their data to the most relevant
concepts. Returning related and contextual results to a domain specialist running a
search is intended to point them to unexpected potential connections and related
data. It provides an explicit mechanism to prevent the unintentional creation of
disciplinary silos through search result sets.

Figure 3: An illustration of how the results returned by the dataARC search tool are
organised. They are grouped into 'matched', 'related' and 'contextual' results and further
organised into 'archaeological', 'environmental' and 'textual' types, and then by data source.

In addition to providing conceptual connections, dataARC search results include a
'Why' section, intended to provide further explanation of the search results. This
'Why' section, illustrated in Figure 4, allows a user to explore the data-to-concept
(combinator) mappings as well as descriptions of concepts. This section therefore
exposes relationships that exist among the different concepts used in the search and
between concepts and related data.
Concepts are described in Scope Notes, which are modelled on those produced for
the CIDOC CRM (Gill 2004). Scope Notes are written by the data creators and then
made available for further contribution and discussion. They provide semantic
documentation for the concepts and are an integral part of the infrastructure. While
Scope Notes for concepts are relatively common in research data infrastructures, it
is less usual to include further documentation describing the connections between
concepts and queries on data. In dataARC, this additional layer of description and
semantic documentation is provided for the combinator mappings. These are made
visible in the 'Why' section of the search tool. While Scope Notes may be written by
groups, combinator documentation is written by individual data contributors through
a separate view within the user interface. Metadata for the datasets themselves are

generated using an XML template and guidance provided within the project's
documentation. These metadata, together with the datasets, are maintained in
GitHub. This allows for revisions and updates to be made within a versioned
workflow and preserves versioning history.

Figure 4: The 'Why' section of the search tool exposes the connections between concepts
used in a search, data returned, and combinators, providing an explanation to an end user of
how their search results were generated and why the data are considered relevant.

The search tool's interface is intended to serve as the primary means through which
many users would begin to explore the data available. It provides basic search
functions, access to explanations of the search results and documentation, and the
ability to save and download search results. More advanced queries are possible
through the project's API.
The dataARC API connects the back-end infrastructure and the search interface. It
can be accessed via http, rest, or graphql protocols. It provides the technical
mechanisms to ingest new datasets and combinators, and to produce responses to
queries that include data provided by specialists in different domains. It also provides
information about the connections between these datasets, together with
background information about the data sources and how they are typically used. The
latter is contained in linked documentation. The same API functions may be called
from alternative interfaces, enabling advanced users to extend the functionality
available through the search tool. It also allows users to create different analyses or
visualisations of the data and documentation connected through dataARC. To
illustrate how the API can be used, the project developed two example Jupyter
notebooks that interactively illustrate the use of the infrastructure's linked concepts
and data model through use cases, referred to as Research Data Explorations
(Bankoff and Mejía Ramón 2021; Mejía Ramón and Bankoff 2021). These Research

Data Explorations demonstrate how data and connected concepts can be accessed
via the API, integrated with external datasets, analysed and visualised. Two further
exemplar notebooks are referred to as the Ecosystem Explorer. These are designed
to help a potential data contributor understand the impacts of adding their data and
of making new conceptual connections within the system. For a user interested in
meta-analysis of the knowledge domain represented by dataARC, these notebooks
also provide a demonstration of a network analysis approach to studying the
connections between the concepts and data.
The search tool and other elements of the infrastructure are documented in user
guides to running and interpreting searches, contributing data, developing data
mappings, and using the Ecosystem Explorer. Further technical documentation for
the infrastructure is maintained on GitHub. Given the non-standard structure of the
search results, the documentation for the use of the search tool was viewed as
integral to the infrastructure.

4. Reflections on dataARC's Design
and Implementation
In the later stages of dataARC we undertook a critical review of the infrastructure,
considering the problem(s) it tries to address, the character of its user community,
and the principles that underpinned its design. Both the internal project team and
external colleagues were consulted. The reflections presented here are based on
these consultation exercises and on our own assessment of how the tool works. This
assessment is thus grounded in discussions with the project's data contributors
about their own experiences using the system and with the software development
team across the course of the project. It is further informed by user observation and
discussion with users during workshops held at several stages in the infrastructure's
development. These include workshops at the Computer Applications in Archaeology
Conference in Tubingen in Spring 2018, at the Applied Environmental Anthropology
Conference in Edinburgh at the end of 2018, and at the Center for Advanced Spatial
Technologies (CAST) in early 2021. In addition to gathering feedback from users,
participants were surveyed and interviewed in later stages of dataARC. This
feedback was gathered with the users' written consent, following research ethics
protocols in place at CAST, which led the workshops where the data was gathered.
A robust evaluation of how the dataARC platform enables or constrains specific
behaviours and activities awaits a formal assessment of the experiences of a larger,
more diverse user community. We emphasise this lag in assessment of the longterm utility of dataARC because many of the principles behind the design are
concerned with long-term patterns of activity, such as the incremental improvement
of data mappings over time. We also recognise that unintended uses of dataARC will
likely emerge over time as the community of users expands. The value of the initial
evaluation presented here lies in insights gained and 'lessons learned' through the
development process. These assessments are intended to encourage adaptation or
reuse of the infrastructure's overall model, or its individual components in other
research contexts. They are also intended to support continued experimentation with
the design of data infrastructures for transdisciplinary research.

In our reflexive analysis, we explicitly consider and discuss the socio-technical
context within which the dataARC infrastructure developed. This context is
characterised, as outlined previously, by a significant shift in research culture to
emphasise transdisciplinarity, open research methods, FAIR data, research impact,
engagement and the generation of public benefits. We specifically explore how this
wider socio-technical context impacts on the capacity of individuals and groups to
engage with the infrastructure as they intend or desire. Within these reflections, we
highlight the working and knowledge production practices of communities engaged in
transdisciplinary data-intensive research and note where these practices gain
support and, conversely, meet resistance. This reflexive discussion highlights the
specific challenges of designing, constructing and using research infrastructures for
emergent territories that cross disciplinary and institutional boundaries related to the
broad domain of L-T H-E work and enable practices aligned with the imperatives of
contemporary research.

5. Reflecting on the Community: who
are we building for and what are their
needs?
At its conception, the dataARC infrastructure aimed to address two ambitions of
domain researchers. First, they wanted their data to be better connected with data
created by their cross-disciplinary peers. Second, they wanted their data to be
available and useful to wider publics. These wider publics include domain
researchers or students exploring a new area or topic and seeking to identify
potentially relevant data. They also include an individual from outside the project's
core community using the data for purposes not envisaged by the project. This last
group was originally conceived of as a researcher from a domain further from the
defined problem space of L-T H-E, a person working on science policy or advocacy
related to L-T H-E, or an interested member of the public. Data scientists later
emerged as additional interested participants, seeking new approaches to working
with diverse and disparate data and responding to the challenges of designing and
maintaining community-owned infrastructures and resources (see Section 6).
Characterising these user communities to understand how they might engage with
the infrastructure was a critical task. We initially solicited information on user needs
through discussions with members of the wider NABO+ research community. We
later developed user personas, which provided a clearer picture of the research
habits in question. These exercises also began to reveal the character of the
problems that these users encountered when trying to carry out their L-T H-E
research and follow good practice in open research, with an eye toward future
research impact.
Typical creators and users of research data who might contribute their data to the
dataARC infrastructure used existing, simple tools. Most data creators used a
spreadsheet together with a coding manual, or some other standard in use within
their particular sub-domain's community. This standard was followed or disregarded

depending on immediate circumstances and individual data literacy (Kansa and
Kansa 2021). They sometimes used more complex, less flexible, tools. Most
common were databases that attempt to enforce coding standards when data are
created. These databases were also intermittently updated and adapted to meet the
immediate needs of specific situations. Most users were well aware of the problems
introduced using simple, flexible data creation tools like spreadsheets. In summary,
when we use simple unconstrained tools, we often end up bemoaning the
inconsistencies of the data produced. Then in attempting to produce knowledge from
data, we berate our past selves when we must work with the data within the confines
of analytical tools and methods that demand consistency. Alternatively, when we use
norm-enforcing tools, we often find ourselves bemoaning the faults in the design of
the system, and later berate our past selves when we have used 'creative
workarounds' to subvert the system's restrictive controls, all the while blaming the
tool's creators, who seemingly left us with no other option than to do so. The
prolonged, angst-ridden discourse around excavation diaries, context sheets, and
their digital successors maps directly onto the problems identified in dataARC
(Thomas 1991; Berggren and Hodder 2003; Opitz 2018; Richards and
Hardman 2008).
In producing these data, users draw extensively on and reproduce tacit, domainspecific knowledge. This tacit knowledge ranges from basic items like the meanings
of abbreviations or codes, as noted in Kansa and Kansa's 'We all know that a 14 is a
sheep' (Kansa and Kansa 2013), to an understanding of the limitations of
interpretations that may be made from a pollen core. While some of this tacit
knowledge may be explained in coding manuals, undergraduate textbooks and
course materials, workshop prompts, or the methods sections of postgraduate
dissertations, it largely remains uncodified and unexplained for future users. This
lack of documentation is, in part, because tacit knowledge is exceptionally difficult to
capture coherently or succinctly. This tacit knowledge plays an important role in
allowing us to operate with our simple tools. It directly supports the use of loosely
enforced coding norms and unexplained, but well-understood, limitations on
interpretation. The tools used do not have to do the work of enforcing these
boundaries and behaviours, because that work is done through the domain-specific
social norms transmitted through tacit knowledge. In other words, it is done that way
because everybody knows that is how it is done. While this is functional for
disciplinary work, these simple tools do not meet the requirements of synthesis
research and transdisciplinary work because domain-specific tacit knowledge can't
be relied upon across a whole transdisciplinary area. To support the latter, we must
design tools that capture and summarise tacit knowledge.
Proposals to invest in tools intended to capture and summarise tacit knowledge can
seem somewhat suspect (Garrick and Chan 2017). Domain researchers have
invested heavily in accruing tacit knowledge and are conscious of its complexity and
nuance. Summarising this nuance can seem like a poor investment of time and
effort. Effectively, we are asking experts to repeat the work done in accruing tacit
knowledge in the first place. The task may also seem bound to produce
unsatisfactory results as summaries often fail to capture subtleties. On the other
hand, the arguments for making this investment are well rehearsed, particularly in
the context of interdisciplinarity, where cross-domain translation is necessary
(Rust 2004; MacLeod 2018; Reed and Meagher 2019; Bammer et al. 2020). Beyond

the question of the value of the exercise, we must consider that domain researchers
are, on the whole, under-resourced and time poor. These limitations are not intended
as complaints, but as a central and essential design consideration. The dismay
expressed by a participant in one of the project's workshops at the prospect of
having to learn to do anything substantively new during their data creation process,
no matter how easy or worthwhile, reflects the lived experience of many data
creators. Adding a 'documentation of tacit knowledge' step to the data creation
process, even if worth doing, requires labour for which there is little resource.
This lived experience presents a real challenge to developing research
infrastructures, given the assumptions of the benefits of open data, open code, open
science, and open knowledge. These assumptions include that everyone benefits
from the collective investments and the greatest success emerges from a virtuous
cycle of making generous intellectual investments without immediate reward
(Marwick et al. 2017). This situation is even more acute in the context of
transdisciplinary research. The scale of the generous investment required is
increased because the data must be made not only findable and accessible, but
open in an intellectual sense. This requires that tacit knowledge is documented and
shared, semantically interoperable, and made reusable by contextualising the data.
This aspect of dataARC's experience echoes comments that mapping data to the
CIDOC CRM may be overly complex and too burdensome for some use cases
(Kansa 2014).
While being increasingly encouraged to engage in transdisciplinary research,
researchers have found that contributing their data sources comes with additional
work. Data contributors for one domain are asked to make yet another investment as
domain researchers to ensure their data are 'more-than-FAIR.' These investments
are, in the culture of a research community, necessary to produce 'valid knowledge'
from data.
This challenge is exacerbated for a domain researcher from further afield, or a
person working on science policy or advocacy, or an interested member of the
public. What investment is required from them to engage with the infrastructure in a
way that is valuable to themselves (Manuel-Navarrete et al. 2021)? The dataARC
platform ostensibly provides an initial gateway for a naïve searcher into the
interdisciplinary domain of L-T H-E. Pragmatically, it primarily allows for the
identification of who is in the conversation (that is, the data creators), rather than the
ability to get to grips with the substance of the conversation through co-mapped data
and shared concepts. For this group of users, the tool instead allows them to identify
researchers who have expertise in different subjects that can speak to the broader
implications of L-T H-E research. That said, the core design elements of the
infrastructure do not prioritise the needs of this community. We read this (im)balance
as reflective of the L-T H-E community's interest in engaging with the impact agenda,
which is strong, but which stops short of enshrining this aim as a central driver when
designing their tools and systems. This transitional situation is characteristic not only
of the L-T H-E research community but of academic research communities more
widely, as we collectively seek to reorient ourselves to align with the recent shift in
expectations around how research is done.

6. Implications: reflecting on design
principles
The dataARC infrastructure was designed through a collaboration between the
domain scientists who are the primary group of intended end users, data scientists
and software developers. While a formal co-design method was not discussed at the
outset of the project, the software development team participated in research
meetings led by domain and data scientists. In turn, domain scientists participated in
design meetings about the tool and tested prototypes. The project broadly followed a
co-design model, in that the tool was designed with the user community's active
involvement at multiple junctures.
The design of the dataARC infrastructure reflects a set of core principles. These
shaped the development of both the data search tool, the creation of associated
elements of the infrastructure such as the Ecosystem Explorer, and the Scope Notes
collection. These principles reflect the needs and aspirations of the infrastructure's
community, as expressed by the domain scientists involved, translated through the
data science and development teams into the language of design.

7. dataARC's Design Principles
•

•

•

•

Make data FAIR – In 2014-2016, as dataARC emerged in parallel with the
crystallisation of the FAIR data agenda (Wilkinson et al. 2016), Lynn Yarmey of the
Research Data Alliance encouraged the foregrounding of open data and FAIR data
practice in the early stages of design work and prototyping. The project's
interdisciplinary scope and the decision to not manage archiving of the datasets,
which remains with the dataset contributors, led to an emphasis on technical and
semantic interoperability and their roles in enabling reuse.
Embrace ambiguity – Rather than trying to get diverse disciplinary experts to
adhere to a single strict definition of a term (e.g., the definition of 'animal husbandry'),
the system revealed the process of negotiation among different disciplinary
perspectives. The system also highlights the uncertainties present in inference and
interpretation through explanations of data-to-concept mappings.
Show your workings – Explanations of the data are needed to make ambiguity
workable. The system was designed to provide places for contributors and users to
explain their thinking. This includes also allowing them to provide references to
domain literature to contextualise the decisions made in creating mappings between
data and concepts. This is intended to aid non-specialists in understanding the data
and how to interpret them. This emphasis on explanation is increasingly common in
archaeological research infrastructures and systems. Specifically, dataARC's
implementation of spaces for explanation echoes the approach taken in Perio.Do
(Aloia et al. 2017) and the emphasis on mapping parallels the approach taken in
ARIADNE (Meghini et al. 2017).
Encourage exploration outside of disciplinary boundaries - DataARC was
designed to highlight search results from multiple disciplines. The presentation of the
search results, grouped into textual, environmental and archaeological categories,
enables users to push themselves beyond their intellectual comfort zones by
promoting and highlighting the potential relevance of data from related domains.

•

Prioritise connectivity – A community-owned central ontology - a conceptual map
of the shared research space - provides a web of connections between the
perspectives and data worlds of diverse users of the infrastructure (Figure 5). Adding
more connections to the ideas, explanations, and data provided by other community
members is valuable for individual users and for the group.

Figure 5: A subsection of the concept map illustrates the diverse connections between
related and contextual concepts, which are used to generate search results.
•

•

•

•

Give people credit for and control over their data – Individual contributors of
datasets should be recognised as the creators of those data. They should have a
significant role in how those data are displayed, explained, and connected to shared
frames of reference. This builds on the promotion of data citation in scientific
publications, which encourages data creators to share and document their data
(Parsons et al. 2010).
Favour deep explorations over speed – While not explicitly drawing on a 'slow
data' framing (Caraher 2015; 2019), the system encourages the creation of welldocumented data and connections. Users are encouraged to spend time considering
the data in depth. Experts' interpretations of it should support users and motivate
them to explore further, rather than prioritising quick data discovery.
Be tolerant – Acknowledge that an imperfect contribution of data and set of
connections is preferable to no contribution. The user should allow for gaps in data
and explanations, making it clear there is a gap, but not making this a barrier to
participation. The platform provides a space for the data to continually improve and
evolve its linkages to other datasets.
Enable the use of infrastructure and data for other projects – Design the
infrastructure to allow others to build on the data and tools, to take data out of the

•

system, to adapt code, and to pursue aims outside the project's original scope. This
follows the ethos of reuse and remixing of open code communities gathered on
platforms such as GitHub or, more strongly, of malleable software
(Tchernavskij 2019).
Balancing valuing expertise with encouraging wider use of data - Design the
system to highlight the expertise behind mappings between data and concepts in
order to underscore the importance of expertise in arriving at sound interpretations.
At the same time, allow anyone to access and use the data.

8. Key Design Choices in Retrospect
While the use of design principles and practices can empower us to attempt to
'reconcile[s] our objectives, the terrain, and the social context in which we work'
(Carver 2016, 35), the results of a design, when implemented, can diverge from the
designers' aims (JafariNaimi et al. 2015). The gaps and tensions that revealed
themselves through our initial evaluation and reflexive exercises highlight areas for
future work on the dataARC infrastructure. They equally highlight areas where
attempts at adaptation to the current research context are encountering what Huvila
would characterise as 'sticky problems' (Huvila 2019). In each of the analyses of the
implementation of design principles below, successes, partial successes, and
failures are considered in the context of the wider current shift in research culture.
The F in FAIR: The findability of data from multiple domains is demonstrably
improved by the dataARC infrastructure simply by aggregating data from domains
that do not share repositories onto a single platform, while limiting the set of domains
involved to maintain a coherent scope. Cross-disciplinary findability is also, arguably,
improved through the presentation of the search results described above. Because
almost any search on the system will return results from multiple datasets that are
derived from research in different domains, the search results are more diverse than
those generated by most search portals. These search results are an important part
of the design of dataARC, because most infrastructures aim to return the results that
are closest, or the best fit, to a query. In the dataARC infrastructure, the 'best' fit is
defined as diverse matches to terms in the conceptual neighbourhood of the search
terms. This approach to increased Findability is possible because of the dataARC
infrastructure's well-defined scope. This scope allows it to sit between the domainspecific research data infrastructures, such as the European Pollen Database, and
domain agnostic ones, for example Zenodo or the Harvard DataVerse. This allows
for transdisciplinary search results tailored to a research theme. Cross-domain
projects that are leveraging the availability of cloud-based databases or linked open
data tools to bring together legacy datasets or present their own data can benefit
from dataARC's illustration of how to increase 'Findability' across semantic gaps
between domains.
Embracing ambiguity and showing your work: As open data initiatives encourage
more researchers to add their data to archives and tag them with keywords or
concepts in search portals, the web of implied connections woven by shared tags
inevitably grows increasingly tangled. How users of these portals should understand
the meaning of a tag, why it has been applied, and if a shared tag indicates a
meaningful connection between two datasets remain important, open questions. This

is particularly important if we want to be able to generate coherent cross-disciplinary
data assemblages.
The CIDOC CRM's use of ontologies and Scope Notes, adopted by dataARC, are
attempts to allow expressions of ambiguity, include explanations, and indicate
whether shared tags should imply a meaningful connection. DataARC's experience
reflects that seen in the wider CIDOC CRM community: in constrained use cases
such as mapping between multiple museum collections where there is a good
degree of shared domain knowledge and a common intellectual framework, the
CIDOC model works well. As the data types to be connected become more
dissimilar, the exercise grows more fraught (Isaksen et al. 2009; Kansa 2014).
It is therefore unsurprising that the task of summarising potential sources of
ambiguity in data providing explanations of connections was characterised as difficult
by cross-disciplinary data contributor teams. The number of empty or minimally
completed combinator descriptions at present reflects the impact of this perceived
difficulty. In parallel, when users are interpreting the results of their queries, again we
observed some discomfort caused by ambiguity. This discomfort was inferred from
users' limited use of the 'Why' section.
In sum, we must conclude that dataARC had limited success in encouraging users to
embrace ambiguity. That said, there may be confounding factors: Because data
contributors have not fully embraced developing combinator descriptions, their
incompleteness likely limits the usefulness of the 'Why' section. Further, some users
immediately exited the tool by exporting their data after the results were returned and
never interacted with the 'Why' section within the tool. The documentation of
ambiguity presented in the 'Why' section is contained in the data export, so it is also
possible this is engaged with outside the dataARC infrastructure.
Balancing valuing expertise with encouraging wider use of data: The dataARC
infrastructure includes elements that highlight the need for expertise to interpret data
correctly. The primary mechanism for this is the documentation of combinators,
where data contributors provide commentary on limitations and uncertainties. The
metadata provided for each dataset, which include field level documentation, further
underscore the importance of expertise in the construction and use of these data. In
parallel, the data are made freely available and downloadable, a necessary, if
insufficient, first step to encouraging its wider reuse. The same documentation and
metadata designed to highlight the importance of expertise can, in another light, be
seen as encouragement for the interpretation of the data by non-specialists. Thus,
while the infrastructure both highlights the value of expertise and encourages data
reuse, its design does not explicitly attempt to communicate the trade-offs between
these two imperatives. The documentation for the search tool and broader project
materials on the website do underscore the balance between cautioning and
encouraging non-experts in their reuse of data. Striking this balance will be essential
for the imperatives of open data and transdisciplinarity to be reconciled.
Prioritising connectivity: The 'Why' section of search results displays 'related' and
'contextual' results when selecting a single concept. This functionality attempts to
foreground the idea that datasets are interconnected. However, the density of
connections between datasets via shared concepts depends on how individual

contributors have mapped their data to concepts. For example, data contributors
may or may not choose to intentionally map to the same concepts selected by other
contributors or to closely related concepts. Unless contributors intentionally co-map
their data, some datasets could remain isolated from other related datasets. At
present, the data contributor does not see how much connectivity is created when
mapping data to concepts within the back-end data contributor interface. This could
be accomplished using the Jupyter notebook-based tools within the Ecosystem
Explorer. However, this process would require a level of scripting expertise that
cannot be expected of the community contributing data and mappings. The
infrastructure, therefore, is only partially effective at prioritising connectivity and
improving the visualisation of connectivity is an important consideration for any
reuse.
Favour deep explorations over speed: The system, while allowing rapid access to
data and conceptual connections, does not provide a simple path to integrated data.
Many users found creating a search challenging in comparison with their
experiences using tools with a single Google-style search box and button. To search
effectively, preparation and an understanding of how the tool functions are needed.
This is an initial investment not required by comparable interfaces. Further,
straightforward explanations of the connections implied within a search result
collection are not easily found. The search results are presented in a 'browse' view in
the 'Results' section, to be inspected individually before downloading for
manipulation in aggregate. This interface feature constrains the speed at which data
can be considered while within the search interface. Similarly, the 'Why' section, laid
out in multiple connected panes that highlight individual connections among different
elements of the search results, operates as a tool for 'browsing' concepts and dataquery to concept mappings. This presentation of the results underscores that the
search interface remains a data discovery tool to be used in the context of active
research. The scrutiny and analysis of datasets, the assessment of the connections
implied by the data mappings, and the creation of further inferential connections
remains the work of the researcher. For the dataARC community, whether the
deeper, slower exploration of connections will be valuable as a research tool remains
an open question.
Give people control over their data: The current design provides a relatively open
system for data contributors. Data contributors may contribute many mappings to
concepts or only a few. They may describe these mappings in detail or not at all, add
or edit many scope notes or none. They may attempt to build connections to other
datasets or avoid this part of data contribution. The system assumes all users act in
good faith, contributing good data and working to provide well-resourced combinator
mappings. As the user community grows, a peer-review recommendation system,
along the lines of that used in Wikipedia, may be needed to ensure the system
remains anchored in usable data. Adding a review process can maintain standards
set by the community. However, it may have unintended effects on the character of
the community of contributors because of the additional effort needed to participate.
This process also requires more investment on the part of the infrastructure's
community, who would need to manage this peer review (Tennant et al. 2017). In
academic publishing, how this labour is rewarded remains contested, as does the
question of how labour is rewarded in community-owned infrastructures in diverse
contexts (Hendricks et al. 2020; Pia et al. 2020). Because the dataARC infrastructure

is already, in the judgement of the project team, one that requires a high level of
effort by data contributors, any adaptations that imply additional work should be
considered carefully.
Be tolerant: The implemented infrastructure is permissive. For example, it allows
incomplete or blank descriptions of data to concept mappings. It asks data
contributors to provide metadata but does not block contributions that lack it. Equally
creating sparse mapping to concepts is possible. The system does not attempt to
clean data for users and, while encouraged, this is not required to contribute data.
While this approach allows community members to contribute to dataARC without
being 'all in', the effect on the overall usability of the infrastructure as its community
grows remains to be seen. This functionality requires those searching for data to be
tolerant of contributions that may not be fully documented or mapped to concepts
and combinators. As discussed in relation to contributors' control over data, a peerreviewing mechanism may be appropriate to balance an ultimately tolerant system,
as demonstrated by Wikipedia-style platforms. However, again this implies additional
effort to actively maintain the infrastructure.

9. Scrapyard: how to take apart and
reuse/adapt the infrastructure
Because the user community for any given specialised digital infrastructures is
limited, enabling the adaptation and reuse of the dataARC infrastructure by future
projects was considered essential. DataARC's prioritisation of reuse potential in its
design could be seen as the inevitable result of broader trends in the open-source
software community. These trends are influential, but the strong conviction that
research infrastructures are made to be shared is also influenced by the project's
specific academic context. It reflects the scale of investment by institutions and
consortia, the communities using these infrastructures, and the value of the research
they produce.
The use of containerised or modularised components in the design of the interface
and data model is intended to facilitate this future adaptation and reuse. The frontend interface design is itself modular, with each component (map, timeline, concept
map, results, 'why' section) existing in its own software container. This design choice
allows for the replacement of one, several, or all, front-end components. This
functionality is demonstrated through the project's Jupyter notebooks, which
effectively act as a parallel interface for the search tool, using data inputs from the
API. The back-end interface for creating concept and combinator mappings could be
redesigned along similar lines, again using inputs from the API and Jupyter
notebooks. The infrastructure's code base, data and documentation are maintained
on GitHub. Beyond the convenience of this platform for the development team, its
use is intended to encourage the adaptation of the infrastructure. However,
managing the connections between modular components when adapting the system
for reuse presents some challenges. These are readily illustrated by planning out
specific adaptations that reuse elements of the system.

Reuse adaptation example 1: The current system is designed to have data mapped
against a single, versioned concept map. It is possible to rewrite the API to support
the inclusion of multiple concept maps. Doing so could be valuable because
interchangeable concept maps could represent multiple evolving perspectives. The
API and the data-combinators-concepts model are tightly linked, in that the design of
the API reflects the assumptions made in the concept map. Consequently, the API to
data-combinator-concepts model links must be considered if redesigning the tool to
support multiple concurrent concept maps or an editable concept map.
Reuse adaptation example 2: In the current infrastructure, each element's spatial
coordinates and temporal range enable searches using the map and timeline in the
interface. Many data do not have well-defined spatial or temporal ranges and it might
be desirable to adapt the system to accommodate them. In this use case, it would be
possible to remove the timeline and map-based components of the interface.
Searches would then rely entirely on the concept map. Without any temporal or
spatial constraints, it seems likely that numerous results would be returned by
searches, particularly for the 'related' and 'contextual' result sets. This overload of
results is not helpful to a user seeking to identify relevant data. The data model might
be adapted to reflect changes in the interface, for example by adding another
property that could be used for filtering.
Reuse adaptation example 3: Visualisations of individual datasets are likely to vary
between systems. To support flexibility in the representation of data, templates are
used to style individual datasets. These templates can be reconfigured by data
contributors at any stage after loading data into the system. As the template used to
represent data is configured at the per-dataset level, making changes to the data
level display is relatively straightforward from a technical perspective. More
challenging is the selection of visualisations that will prove understandable to both
generalist users and domain experts. While the design challenges briefly illustrated
above must be managed, they are not insurmountable. The important question,
within the academic socio-technical context, is how we will adapt to shared
ownership as social norm and manage expectations for ongoing investments of
labour in research infrastructures. These questions have also been raised in
discussions of community owned infrastructures such as iNaturalist (Basman and
Tchernavskij 2018; Morell et al. 2021).

10. Concluding Remarks:
implications for others
DataARC is designed to provide a toolkit for open, data intensive, impact-orientated,
transdisciplinary research. It is planned to be maintained by the community that uses
and benefits from it. The intent is to enable and encourage exchanges of ideas and
data and the links between them, making it easier to work together in meaningful and
sustainable ways. It is specifically designed to enable work that draws on the
knowledge of multiple experts with different ways of knowing, aligned with research
practices actively encouraged in the current academic context. DataARC aims to
provide a model that is adaptable and reusable by other research communities. The

project's investment in building tools, together with this initial evaluation of their
functionality, is intended to provide a starting point for other projects' technical work.
The project's work, moreover, highlights the need for co-design of research
infrastructures and for investing in building the relationships among researchers,
developers and designers. At the same time, it reveals how the current emphasis on
community-led work, co-design, impact, public benefits, and open research
paradigms has effectively devolved responsibility for substantive aspects of research
infrastructures from institutions to self-organised groups, like dataARC. Notably,
within L-T H-E research communities, emphasis on co-design and broad
engagement, while beneficial in numerous ways in its involvement of users in the
design process, requires their labour. Equally, the push for community ownership of
research infrastructures in these domains, together with the benefits of giving
communities more independence and control, comes with the additional burdens of
maintaining and updating these infrastructures. In sum, significant shifts in what our
research infrastructures need to be designed to do are in progress. Equally
important, the bargains being made around the work of community building, design,
development, testing, maintenance, updating, and extension for research
infrastructures like dataARC are changing. In continuing to evaluate dataARC as a
useful model for those investing in developing infrastructures for transdisciplinary,
open, impactful, data-rich research, we must now consider if we are satisfied with the
terms of these new bargains.
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